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Jonathan Jansen: 'Time to bring back the nuns'

It doesn't take a huge intellectual effort to understand that the long walk to a
stable, strong South Africa will never be over. And while we're on that road,
there will always be much to talk about. We can’t think of any better-qualified
people to talk to than Jonathan Jansen. By EMILY GAMBADE.
Praised for being a talented and passionate educator, Jansen, head
of the University of the Free State, brought integration to that
erstwhile bastion of white domination along with handling the
crisis in the wake of the Reitz Four. Blame it on his fascinating
eminence, his humility, uncommonly strong common sense or his
challenging views, it is no surprise that many would like to see him
getting a shot at solving a gigantic problem called “SA's
educational system”.
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Jansen is also known for his controversial columns in The Times, now compiled in
his latest book, “We Need To Talk”. If there is one person the Daily Maverick would
have an honest, almost brutally so, talk to about education and freedom and quality of
expression in South Africa, it had to be the man not afraid to reply: “A poor
schooling system is going to kill this country. (…) Instead of getting Cuban doctors, I
would rather bring nuns back!”
Here's the irresistible and sometimes rather inconvenient truth of Jonathan Jansen.
“I am at heart a teacher, an academic, I love my books, I love inspiring
undergraduates to live better lives. There are people who are cut out for (politics),
who have the chemistry for it, a thick skin. I would not enjoy it. I also think it is
important for people like me - and there are many others - to occupy independent
spheres. I am not attached to any political party. I have that space in which to applaud
when things go right and to criticise when things go wrong.”
And when things go wrong, he has this rather rare talent of saying so loudly and
clearly.
“For the moment, I don’t see education in South Africa going too far. If you think of
education as 29,000 schools, 23 universities, and then technical colleges, (it is) not
(going) very far at the moment because the politics of the public schooling is firmly
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retained by major trade unions, which do not care a damn about kids. They care about
teachers, in a very narrow sense of their members. And if that means disrupting
education for three months before an exam, so be it. That’s the kind of struggle that
education has at the moment. I don’t have any political power so I can’t do anything
about that, except to criticise, except to keep pointing it out, except to publicise it and
its consequences. That has some effect, but obviously I’m not in control of the
schooling system. I don’t think we’re going very far. And until we have a
government and a political leadership that is prepared to wrest control of the public
schooling (in the 75% of schools that are the most damaged), forget it, forget
economic growth, forget public decency, forget democracy.
“Because corruption is not going to kill this country; crime is not going to kill this
country; a poor schooling system is going to kill this country.”
So what would be the solution to improve our schooling system? Ironically, Jansen
cites Zimbabwe as a model.
“It has placed a huge premium on education. It has a very strong educational culture.
Remember, most schools there were not public schools; most of their schools,
including the schools where Robert Mugabe went, were ran by nuns and priests. And
the advantage of this is that they were strongly bedded cultures that reinforce the
importance of education. We also had, at one stage, church schools in the majority.
The Nationalist Party destroyed them in 1948 and 1953. They took them away
thinking that they had to control the education of black kids. That was a major, major
error.
“And then, of course, in the struggle against apartheid, even the schools that did work
well, were destroyed. And we have never recovered. And that’s why the last thing
South African kids today want to do is teach. They would rather be unemployed than
teach. And if they choose teaching, it’s because they have no option and they are
going into it resentfully rather than faithfully, passionately. And that’s the mess you
have today. Instead of getting Cuban doctors into this country, I would rather bring
nuns back! I’d fly them in from everywhere!
“Right now, we have a problem of absolutely no authority in schools, no culture of
learning, absolutely no accountability to learning.;Now, what do you do? You don’t
go say ‘no nuns’. You say ‘nuns’, looking at the kind of logical, cultural and social
morals that support strong cultures; bring in people that can establish that. And right
now I think that would be fantastic. We have just published this great teaching book
and I was amazed at the number of kids, particularly black kids, writing how great
teachers who had influenced them were mostly from church schools. They have
positive memories from strong church schools when other schools were collapsing. It
is not necessarily linked to religion. Most of those schools are no longer ‘religious’
ones. What they do is public service. The nuns come from Ireland or Scotland and
they bring in a strong notion of respect for learning. I would certainly think that,
given the level of crisis, to only leave it in the hands of the state is not going to take
us anywhere. It is very pessimistic. I just don’t know how else we are going to get out
of this.”
Education is at the epicentre of Jonathan Jansen’s thinking. It comes out in his
regular columns, reminding us that the role of the media should not be limited to
information, but give tools for reflection, prompting educated decisions.
“I think the media is part of the problem in our society. It has increasingly dumbed
down the public conversation around trivial things like toilets. If you look at the front
pages of our daily newspapers, there is this incredible fascination for nonsense like
toilets. I am sure that if Julius Malema had said the Earth was flat, it would have been
reported in the kind of sensationalism that such nonsense should not enjoy. So I am
concerned that from an educational point of view, we are not really deepening
discussions, debates, deliberations about the state of the nation, the economy, public
schooling, social welfare and so on. I’m not suggesting that all the newspapers or
media should become high-flying intellectual, snobbish spaces, but for heaven’s sake,
give us more public media that actually force people to think! It is really scary that
there is no publication at the moment, in this country, that gives me that. There isn’t
really a broad public appeal newspaper that goes beyond, as I said, the sensational.
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“Every country has trash in newspapers. I know the US very well and they have a lot
of trashy newspapers, but at least there’s The Washington Post, The New York
Times, the San Francisco Chronicle, newspapers that are worth reading and not just
catering to our lowest impulses as human beings.
“Publications in South Africa are quite challenging. I think that’s why you had that
media tribunal campaign in the first place. They are quite challenging of the state, of
power, of politics. I don’t think there’s a lack of courage in taking people on, but it’s
the way it’s done. Tell more about the culture of corruption, tell us more about the
demise of public service, go beyond the ‘oh my God, the guy spent so much money
on a car,’ and in some ways that might also attract the kind of censorship that people
in power want to apply on the media, which is, the sensation. It does not educate the
nation.
“I think I can say with a fair degree of certainty that, given the character of our
democracy, there will always be tension between government wanting to climb down
on the media and the media wanting to expose government, whatever the
motivations. At the moment I don’t think government can win. Simply because of, as
I said, the character of our democracy, the relative strength of our society, the
sensitivity of the people in government. There are enough people who are broadly
liberal in government, and I’m not saying liberal as a negative word, but who believe
in freedoms of the media and a Constitution that can back you up on all those things.
I don’t think this is Zimbabwe where civil rights were never strong, where the
Constitution was never protective of fundamental freedoms. I don’t think we have
singular thoughts at the top of the system as Zimbabwe has. So I don’t think one
should overreact. At the same time, it doesn’t mean there aren’t very powerful people
who would like to make sure they control the media by buying them out and you will
see some moves around that in the next few weeks, because power doesn’t like
exposure. Still, the balance of forces works against either side winning, and that’s
good for democracy.”
Talking about democracy, Jansen adds: “My biggest concern is the very persistent
disappointment that people have to live through in electoral cycles. Everybody
descends on rural villages, promises them the world, and they still don’t have running
water, safety, security from drugs, access to quality education. That cynicism that
you develop in people about elections worries me. We struggled for a long time to be
able to vote, but already we are beginning to hear people saying, ‘I’m not going to
vote. Why should I vote? The last time I voted, nothing happened.’ The longer this
democracy goes on, and the longer people don’t feel there is a tactical consequence to
their voting, the more cynical they become about elections and about politics. And
politics for me is a nice word; it’s a wonderful activity. I’m worried when I really
don’t believe my vote makes any difference. I also don’t want to reduce democracy
to elections. Democracy is fighting in the public space for the right to criticise; it is
giving skills and quality education at schools and universities, so it mustn’t just be
about elections. This is my greater fear: That the value of democracy, the meanings
of participation, voting, get lost because people just don’t believe in it anymore.
“I am more optimistic about young people than I am about the current political
system. It is not an individual thing. It is not that Zuma is good or bad. It’s about a
whole leadership mindset that has to change and the only way is if we instigate the
sense of political prices, because if the core of the crisis in public schooling is
political, then it must be resolved politically. You can’t simply put in more money or
training. You have to deal with the heart of the problem. You really need to open up
conversations, be part of this rejuvenation of thinking, of optimism and so on. You
need to give children a value system.” DM
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He said it. It all starts with learning and a proper respect for it. Everything else
follows, or not in our case.
Iain Robertson on Fri, 3 Jun 2011 at 11:37
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I couldn't agree with him more. Honestly cannot emphasize this enough. Learning,
that's where it all begins. That's where we're going to get it right. Does this mean that
not even a single person in government has picked this one up? If not, I'm shocked
and I dread the prospect of what might become of my beautiful country.
Phetolo Patleswana on Fri, 3 Jun 2011 at 13:46
This was really a brilliant article. Great points raised. And I think he gets it with the
media thing, hope DM is taking note. Although you guys are a far cry from the
sensationalist crap we're fed day in and day out and I always appreciate that. Now if
only you would shed those liberal tendencies! :P
Ryan Peter on Fri, 3 Jun 2011 at 14:46
Yes, but.... The state in the Maghreb with the best education system, most graduates
per 1000 people and the highest GDP is Tunisia. And Zimbabwe's education system
was relatively good at turning out GCSE passes in English Literature and General
Science, but not in giving the same pupils basic screwdriver and spanner skills to fix
the pumps in their villages. Education is very important, but it cannot be divorced
from the realities and challenges of the society which should support and nurture it.
The best church schools in Africa knew or know this, they are strong proponents of
"streaming" and offering opportunities other than purely academic to their pupils.
John Patson on Fri, 3 Jun 2011 at 15:04
Any society needs organisational hierarchies in order to function effectively. A
fundamental flaw in people's understanding of such hierarchies however is that the
social power of the people, who always comprise the bottom level of any hierarchy,
is automatically surrendered by them and handed over to the people who inhabit the
levels in the hierarchy above their own level..
It seems to me that in establishing organisation hierarchies this way we have not
deviated from our animal natures. From what I have read it would seem that, some
animals at least where they form social hierarchies with their fellows, the animal at
the top of the hierarchy is accorded all the social power. The conventional way of
organising human hierarchies whether of government or anything else mirrors this.
This does not have to be so however, we can create human hierarchies. Because I am
a Quaker I will use Quaker organisation as an example of this. Quakers do have
organisational hierarchies for community governance but the positions in the
hierarchy above the bottom level have no social power whatsoever. That remains at
the bottom level. Any power that people, holding positions in the hierarchy above the
bottom level, exercise has to be in accord with decisions taken at the bottom level
otherwise it is of no effect and that this is so is accepted by all Quakers. Because all
social power stays at the bottom level of the hierarchy it is simply not possible, nor of
any personal benefit, for any person to hi-jack any part of the hierarchy.
This is not true of conventional governance hierarchies however. For example Robert
Mugabe, as president ,has clearly been able to hi-jack the whole governance of
Zimbabwe.
Turning now to education in South Africa. It is clearly suffering from the fact that the
social power does not remain with the bottom level in the educational hierarchy,
namely the consumers of education, the parents, but this social power is handed over
to the people in the upper levels of the educational hierarchy. This is very sad
because every parent wants the very best education for their child that they can get
but they do not have any social power to try to bring this about when the schools are
failing them.
Rory Short on Fri, 3 Jun 2011 at 18:33
"You need to give children a value system." yes Jonathan, but FFS any value system
other than that espoused by the gay-hating, condom-loathing, guilt-seeking penguins.
Been there, done that, have the psychologist bills to prove it.
The nuns of Ireland stood by while the priests abused the children in their care. The
Magdalene houses, run by the nuns or Ireland, were horror slave factories.
Yes, let's have a conversation and rejuvenate thinking - but if we are going to praise
antiquated, restrictive and abusive systems we need look no further than the
Calvinistic orientated education systems of our recent apartheid history. Turned out
lots of good little soldiers, they did.
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Kevin Charleston on Fri, 3 Jun 2011 at 23:51
I would argue only two points: toilets are only trivial to people who have ready
access to them and I don't think the prof. should underplay the role of unemployment.
If no hope of a job exists at its end, education will never be given the credit it
deserves. Another point is that teacher quality very much decides respect (or lack of
it) for education. Not so sure the nuns are really necessary, but standards, ethics and
morals in teachers definitely are.
I notice that respect for education exists far more in second generation achievers: the
sons and daughters of teachers and principals and kids who have older siblings who
have conquered the barriers to learning. If a parent has only a primary education,
he/she is unlikely to urge a child that all things are possible. My son, of course
disagrees; he says I only passed A-stream matric Maths becuase there was so little of
it in my day. He could be right!
Rory Short mentioned a monkey wrench and as a female, single parent I agree with
him. But who taught him to wield one? Very possibly, his father. I try to teach simple
maintenance to my son, who does his best to learn from Google in the absence of my
own knowledge; it's a bit trial and error, but at least he's getting the idea that there are
circumstances when paying a plumber to change a washer could be self-defeating and
one should at least weigh up the need. Unfortunately, I was learning to sew, cook,
knit and manage 'female' tasks when I should have been mastering general handyman
skills as well. On that point, I do believe that all these general skills should be taught
in the communities (by government) when they are lacking. People not suited to
tertiary education (and there are many in any race) could at least then have useful,
earning occupations and could even learn a respect for education previously missed
in their psyches.
Much is also said about breakdowns in 'the family', but it is quite possible for a single
parent to rear decent, hardworking children. In fact, in some cases, it is the very need
to work with less that promotes respect for education.
Mo Haarhoff on Sat, 4 Jun 2011 at 02:16
Agree with Kevin - eduction reform is fine, but please leave the nuns in hell, they've
done enough damage to millions of kids...
Jeff Marley on Mon, 6 Jun 2011 at 17:36
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